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A Call for an End to the Diet Debates
most entirely related to macronutrient composition (eg,
Zone, Atkins, South Beach, Dukan, Paleo). A second factor is the assumption that lifestyle interventions are ineffective. Poor adherence (and consequent weight regain) following the intervention is cited as evidence that
these interventions do not work.5 This conclusion can
be challenged because it assumes a definition for efficacy more stringent than that applied to other forms of
preventive care.
Termination of treatment or nonadherence almost
always results in reduced benefit. The effects of cholesterol-lowering agents, hypertension drugs, and diabetes medications do not have long-lasting effects after patients stop taking them, with effects declining within a
matter of hours (eg, metformin) to months (eg, statins).
Just like medical therapies, behavioral interventions should only be expected to be effective when treatment is active. That lifestyle interventions are viewed as
ineffective is especially surprising given that 3 large longterm trials demonstrated that the effects of a lifestyle intervention on diabetes prevention are actually sustained long after the intervention ends.6-8 The Finnish
Diabetes Prevention Study compared a 4-year lifestyle
intervention with health education and
found a reduction in diabetes incidence
The ongoing diet debates expose the
for as long as 13 years,6 9 years after the
active intervention ended. The China Da
public to mixed messages emanating
Qing Diabetes Prevention Study showed
from various trials that have yielded
that a 6-year lifestyle intervention more
little but have heavily reinforced a fad
effectively reduced diabetes risk than a
control group for 20 years,8 14 years afdiet industry
ter the intervention ended. The Diabetes Prevention Program compared a lifestyle intervention with metformin and
advance the science of obesity. Progress in obesity placebo, but exposed the latter 2 groups to the lifestyle
management will require greater understanding of the intervention 3 years into the study.7 Even though all
biological, behavioral, and environmental factors asso- groups eventually received some amount of lifestyle inciated with adherence to lifestyle changes including tervention, at 10 years the cumulative incidence of diaboth diet and physical activity.
betes was lowest in the lifestyle intervention group; this
Macronutrient content may influence dietary ad- intervention delayed onset of diabetes by 4 years relaherence via the satiating properties of protein, carbo- tive to 2 years in the metformin group. Current efforts
hydrates, and fat. However, dietary content is only one need to understand the common factors of these trials,
of many factors influencing adherence. The assump- all of which involved multipronged interventions involvtion that one diet is optimal for all persons is counter- ing dietary and exercise counseling and behavioral modiproductive because this assumption ignores the varia- fication. The pursuit of the ideal macronutrient content
tion in adherence influenced by food preferences, diet is unidimensional, ignoring 2 of the 3 major comcultural or regional traditions, food availability, and food ponents of standard lifestyle interventions: behavioral
intolerances. These are independent of direct physi- modification and exercise. To consider lifestyle interological effects of macronutrient composition on weight ventions as diets ignores their complexity, with behavloss. The most important question is how to improve be- ioral modification as the piece that specifically adhavioral adherence.
dresses adherence.
There are 2 reasons the diet debates persist. First,
Another important research question is how to imthe commercialization potential of breakthrough diets prove the scalability of lifestyle interventions. Despite
is substantial. Fad diets have created a multibillion- the evidence, lifestyle interventions may have been used
dollar industry. The difference between fad diets is al- sparingly in clinical practice because reimbursement is
As the obesity epidemic persists, the time has come
to end the pursuit of the “ideal” diet for weight loss and
disease prevention. The dietary debate in the scientific
community and reported in the media about the optimal macronutrient-focused weight loss diet sheds little
light on the treatment of obesity and may mislead the
public regarding proper weight management. Numerous randomized trials comparing diets differing in macronutrient compositions (eg, low-carbohydrate, lowfat, Mediterranean) have demonstrated differences in
weight loss and metabolic risk factors that are small (ie,
a mean difference of <1 kg) and inconsistent. In the past
year alone, 4 meta-analyses of diet comparison studies
have been published, each summarizing 13 to 24
trials.1-4 The only consistent finding among the trials is
that adherence—the degree to which participants continued in the program or met program goals for diet
and physical activity—was most strongly associated
with weight loss and improvement in disease-related
outcomes. The long history of trials showing very modest differences suggests that additional trials comparing diets varying in macronutrient content most likely
will not produce findings that would significantly
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inadequate. In December 2011, the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) announced that it would reimburse lifestyle interventions but limited this coverage to primary care physicians, physician assistants, and nurse practitioners. The restriction to primary
care practitioners will limit implementation of lifestyle interventions because primary care practitioners are not usually familiar with
behavioral counseling for weight loss. These clinicians also may not
have the time or resources to deliver intensive lifestyle interventions, as evidenced by a recent steady decline in obesity counseling by primary care physicians.9 The number and duration of visits
that will be reimbursed by CMS are also less than that studied in clinical trials.
In a shrinking funding environment for both health care and
research, it is puzzling that the diet debate continues when lifestyle
interventions with well-established long-term efficacy are available
but have not received the necessary support to be widely impleARTICLE INFORMATION
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